The N-Terminal HTH-Motif of Transcription Factors MarA and Rob Drives DNA Recognition
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Abstract

DNA-binding proteins play an important role in gene regulation and cellular function. The transcription factors MarA and Rob are two homologous members of the AraC/XylS family that regulate multidrug resistance. They share a common DNA-binding domain, and Rob possesses an additional C-terminal domain that permits binding of low-molecular weight effectors. Both proteins possess two helix-turn-helix (HTH) motifs capable of binding DNA; however, while MarA interacts with its promoter through both HTH-motifs, prior studies indicate that Rob binding to DNA via a single HTH-motif is sufficient for tight binding. In the present work, we perform microsecond time scale all-atom simulations of the binding of both transcription factors to different DNA sequences to understand the determinants of DNA recognition and binding. Our simulations characterize sequence-specific changes in dynamical behavior upon DNA binding, showcasing the role of Arg40 of the N-terminal HTH-motif in allowing for specific tight binding. Finally, our simulations demonstrate that an acidic C-terminal loop of Rob can control the DNA binding mode, facilitating interconversion between the distinct DNA binding modes observed in MarA and Rob. In doing so, we provide detailed molecular insight into DNA binding and recognition by these proteins, which in turn is an important step towards the efficient design of anti-virulence agents that target these proteins.
Introduction

The DNA-binding specificity of transcription factors (TFs) is key to gene regulation and thus cellular function\(^1\)-\(^4\). Regulation of this DNA binding is the endpoint of many signal-transduction pathways, linking extracellular stimuli to gene-expression responses\(^5\)-\(^7\). The molecular details of protein-DNA recognition and selectivity are thus of great biochemical interest and biological significance, as are the mechanisms by which DNA-binding proteins can rapidly identify their specific DNA binding sites from amongst a multitude of non-specific DNA sites\(^8\). There has been substantial experimental\(^9\),\(^10\) and computational\(^11\)-\(^13\) progress towards understanding how transcription factors search DNA for their target sites. This has been aided by recent improvements in computational power that enable the study of protein-DNA recognition on the microsecond timescale using all-atom models\(^11\).

Here, we seek to understand how the transcription factors MarA and Rob discriminate between different DNA sequences, using long-timescale all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. MarA and Rob are two homologous members of the AraC/XylS family of proteins in \textit{E. coli}\(^14\). MarA and Rob each regulate multiple genes (termed the MarA and Rob regulons\(^15\),\(^16\)), and are involved in resistance to antibiotics, heavy metals, organic solvents and oxidative stress\(^17\). Their function is thus particularly important to understanding environmental and multidrug resistance\(^18\).

Structurally, both MarA and Rob have a \(\sim 100\) residue DNA-binding domain\(^19\) that is conserved among all AraC/XylS proteins\(^19\)-\(^22\). MarA consists only of this domain (\textbf{Figure 1}), but Rob also has a C-terminal domain (\(\sim 180\) amino acids) believed to be involved in effector binding\(^23\). The N-terminal DNA binding domain of Rob has \(51\%\) sequence identity and \(71\%\) sequence similarity with MarA\(^23\). Due to the high level of sequence similarity between MarA and Rob, there is overlap between their regulons\(^24\)-\(^26\), although the two transcription factors have different activation efficiencies for individual genes\(^27\)-\(^30\).

X-ray structures of MarA and Rob in complex with target DNA\(^19\),\(^23\) indicate that the DNA binding domains of both proteins contain two helix-turn-helix (HTH) motifs, connected by a long, rigid central helix that fixes the relative orientation of the two motifs (\textbf{Figure 1}). Such HTH motifs are common to DNA binding proteins in general\(^31\),\(^32\). In the crystal structure, MarA bends the DNA by \(35^\circ\) to permit both HTH motifs to insert into the major groove simultaneously\(^19\). In contrast, Rob inserts its N-terminal HTH motif into the major groove of an \textit{unbent} DNA duplex, such that the C-terminal HTH motif lies on the surface of the duplex and interacts only with the phosphodiester groups of the DNA backbone and not with major-groove bases\(^23\). It has been suggested that these might represent two alternate modes of DNA binding for AraC/XylS transcription factors\(^23\). Prior work on the binding of MarA and Rob to the \textit{micF} and \textit{mar} promoters combined with mutagenesis studies of the DNA B-box (\textbf{Table S1})\(^23\) explored the differences in DNA binding affinities (\(K_{\text{DNA}}\))
between MarA and Rob. It was shown that, changes to the promoter sequence at the B-box have relatively minor impact on $K_{DNA}$ (Table S2)\textsuperscript{23}. Furthermore, while MarA binds DNA at both the A-box and the B-box of the DNA sequences shown in Table S1, Rob interacts primarily with only the A-box yet has a similar DNA-binding affinity to MarA (Figure 1 and Table S2). This suggests that DNA binding is mainly driven by interactions with the A-box\textsuperscript{23}, but the molecular details by which this is achieved have not yet been resolved.

\begin{figure}
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\caption{Illustrations of (A) MarA in complex with the mar promoter and (B) Rob in complex with the micF promoter (PDB IDs 1BL0\textsuperscript{19,33} and 1D5Y\textsuperscript{23,33}, respectively). Shown here are also the sequences of the respective promoters for each protein, with the A- and B-box sequences (where the proteins bind) highlighted in red and blue respectively. Note that the sequences correspond to the sequences in the respective crystal structures, hence the offset between the strands; for the full aligned sequences for each promoter see Table S1. This figure was generated using Chimera\textsuperscript{34}.}
\end{figure}

In this work, we hypothesize that MD simulations can provide insight into the mechanisms of MarA and Rob binding specificity. This is supported by a substantial history of MD simulations of protein-DNA binding\textsuperscript{12,35-44}, allostery\textsuperscript{45-48}, effect of ions\textsuperscript{49-51}, and contact dynamics\textsuperscript{51-54}. The present study builds upon recent work, in which we performed multi-microsecond all-atom simulations of LacI-DNA interactions, exploring the interactions between LacI and both specific and non-specific DNA sequences\textsuperscript{11}. These simulations suggested, in agreement with experimental observations\textsuperscript{55}, that stable LacI binding occurs primarily to bent A-form DNA and helped explain the molecular interactions contributing to specific binding. Here, we extend our previous approach\textsuperscript{11} and apply it to MarA and Rob, leveraging the smaller size of these transcription factors to sample binding/unbinding timescales more extensively. This permits a better understanding of transcription factor binding modes and how these are affected by mutation.

We have performed extensive all-atom MD simulations with explicit water to study the conformational dynamics of both transcription factors and their targets in the apo and bound states.
To connect with prior experimental studies, we use the promoter sequences micF (micFU, micFP and micFA) and mar (marU and marP)\textsuperscript{23, 56}, in complex with both proteins, as well as manually created loop deletion and C-terminal deletion variants of Rob in complex with both mar and micF. We have performed a cumulative 307.5 μs of MD simulations, permitting detailed insight into the recognition mechanisms and interaction differences between the two complex systems. We are able to explain why the A-box is the primary contributor to DNA-binding affinity, elucidate the molecular interactions that control this, and introduce changes to Rob that convert it between A-box-only and A-and-B-box binding. Taken cumulatively, these findings thus establish the molecular mechanism for differential binding affinity and common specificity between these two important transcription factors.

Material and Methods

System Setup

Our starting point for all simulations in this work is a 2.7 Å crystal structure of Rob in complex with promoter micF (5´-TGACAGCACTGAATGTCAGG-3´) (PDB ID: 1D5Y\textsuperscript{23, 33}). In the crystal structure, two Rob monomers are associated with a single micF sequence in two independent complexes: one monomer forms a specific complex with the DNA at the major groove and backbone, while the other monomer is bound nonspecifically on the opposite side of the DNA, one half turn (5-6 base pairs) away from the specific binding sites. Only the specific complex (chain A for Rob, chains M, N for micF) was chosen for the present work, to be able to start from a productive binding mode of the DNA. To prevent fraying close to the binding sites, the DNA sequence was extended from 21 base pairs to 26 base pairs at the two ends using 3DNA\textsuperscript{57} (5´-GTTGACAGCACTGAATGTCAGG-3´), to generate the starting structure of the Rob-micF complex. Subsequently, and based on the starting coordinates of the Rob-micF complex, the micF base pairs were mutated to mar base pairs (5´-GCCGATGCCCGTTTGTCTGCGG-3´) by using an in-house script, DNA Base Mutator, available for download from Zenodo (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.1494296).

In this study, we focus on the micF and mar promoters, which MarA also binds. To compare the DNA binding dynamics of Rob and MarA, we built straight MarA complexes with the mar and micF promoters in their straight form (the DNA is bent in the MarA crystal structure, Figure 1A). To do so, we used protein coordinates of MarA from the crystal structure 1BL0\textsuperscript{19, 33} aligned onto the crystallographic Rob-micF and manually generated Rob-mar complexes to obtain analogous MarA-micF and MarA-mar complexes. Following from this, the complexes of Rob and MarA with each mutated promoter sequence were obtained by mutating the relevant base pairs in the wild-
type complex to the relevant sequence shown in Table S1, using DNA base mutator. In this way, ten mutated complexes (MarA-micFU, MarA-micFP, MarA-micFA, MarA-marU, MarA-marP, Rob-micFU and Rob-micFP, Rob-micFA, Rob-marU and Rob-marP) were constructed. Additional simulations were performed of the MarA-mar complex starting from the available crystallographic conformation (PDB ID: 1BL019, 33), as well as two Rob-micF and Rob-mar complexes in which either (1) the acidic C-terminal domain loop was deleted, or (2) the entire C-terminal domain was deleted (thus mimicking the structure of MarA, which lacks the C-terminal domain). Finally, in the case of simulations of free MarA and free Rob, the starting conformations were directly obtained from the crystal structures by deleting the DNA, and in the case of simulations of free DNA, the starting coordinates were obtained from the protein-DNA complexes by removing the protein.

Each system was then placed into an octahedral box filled with TIP3P water molecules58, with a distance of at least 8 Å from the solute to the surface of the box in each direction. The necessary number of Na+ and Cl− counterions were then added to first neutralize the system, and then achieve a 0.15 M salt concentration, in a random scheme using addlonsRand from the LEaP module as implemented in AMBER 1859 (for simulation specifics per system, see Tables S3 and S4). All simulations were performed using the AMBER 18 simulation package58, with the protein described using the AMBER ff14SB force field60, and the DNA described using the Parmbsc1 force field61. The LEaP module of AMBER 18 was used to produce the initial topology and coordinates for each system, and then the hydrogen mass repartition scheme62 (which involves altering the mass of hydrogen atoms to 3.024 amu) was applied using the PARMED models of AMBER 18 to generate modified topology files for subsequent MD simulations. This allows for a 4 fs step size to be used in the simulations.

The parameters used to model non-standard nucleobases, such as U and P, were taken from the parameters for U in RNA, for Uracil and P (5-(1-propynyl-uracil)), while the missing parameters for the 1-propynyl moiety were obtained using the General Amber Force Field (GAFF)63. Charges for the U nucleotide were adjusted to reach neutrality while partial charges for P were calculated at the HF/6-31G* level of theory, using Gaussian0964, and fitted using the standard restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) procedure65. All force field parameters used to describe non-standard nucleobases are provided in Table S5.

Simulation Details

All molecular dynamics simulations were performed for each system using the same protocol, and using the CUDA version of the PMEMD module66-68 of the AMBER 18 simulation package59. Each solvated system was first subjected to a 5000 step steepest descent minimization followed by another 5000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization, with harmonic positional restraints applied to all heavy atoms of the solute with a 5 kcal mol⁻¹ Å⁻² force constant. Subsequently, the minimized
systems were gradually heated up from 5 to 300 K in 500 ps, and then equilibrated for another 500 ps under an NVT ensemble coupled by the Berendsen thermostat\textsuperscript{69} with a time constant of 0.5 ps, and 5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\) harmonic positional restraints on all heavy atoms. The system was then further optimized for 1000 ps in an NPT ensemble (300K, 1 atm), controlled again by the Berendsen thermostat and the Berendsen barostat\textsuperscript{69} using a 1 ps time constant. Finally, production runs of 2.5 μs were performed for each system, as summarized in Table S3, with configurations saved every 10 ps of each trajectory for further analysis. Production simulations were performed at constant temperature (300 K) and constant pressure (1 atm), coupled by the Langevin thermostat\textsuperscript{70,71} with a 2 ps coupling time, and the Monte Carlo barostat with a 1 ps time constant\textsuperscript{72,73}. Five independent production runs with different initial velocity assignments were performed for each system but the free DNA sequences, for which only three independent runs were performed (Table S3). Due to the use of the hydrogen mass repartition method\textsuperscript{62}, it was possible to use a time step of 4 fs for all the MD simulations. The SHAKE algorithm\textsuperscript{74} was applied to constrain all bonds involving hydrogen atoms. An 8 Å cut-off was applied to all non-bonded interactions, while the long range electrostatic interactions is described using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) approach\textsuperscript{75}. A summary of all MD simulations performed in this work can be found in Tables S3 and S4.

**Distances**

To better quantify the protein-DNA recognition, we calculated distances, between the protein and the DNA, calculated using PLUMED v2.5\textsuperscript{76}. The distances between the binding domains and the DNA major groove were simply calculated based on the center of mass of all backbone atoms of the helix of the binding domain (Lys35-Thr46 and Gln85-Phe96) and that of heavy atoms of the base pairs at A and B box (nucleotide ID 9-10,43-44 for A box and 19-20, 33-34 for B box), using Eq. 1:

\[
d_{AB} = |\mathbf{R}_{BA}| = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\sum_{i \in \text{A}} m_i r_i^2} \sum_{i \in \text{A}} m_i r_i - \frac{1}{\sum_{j \in \text{B}} m_j r_j^2} \sum_{j \in \text{B}} m_j r_j^2}
\]  

(1)

Here, A and B are the two groups of atoms, \( \mathbf{R}_{BA} \) is the vector of the center of mass of groups A and B, \( m_i \) and \( m_j \) are the masses of atoms \( i \) and \( j \) belonging to groups A and B, respectively, while \( r_i \) and \( r_j \) are the coordinates.

**Predictions of the Protein-DNA Binding Energies**

Protein-DNA binding energies where estimated for six protein-DNA complexes, formed between the transcription factors MarA and Rob (both the complete Rob and the Rob C-terminal acidic-loop deletion construct studied in this work) and the promoters mar and micF. Modified topologies containing only the complex, the transcription factor or the DNA promoter were created through
the PARMED module of AMBER 18\textsuperscript{59}. The estimation of the binding energies where then carried out using the Molecular Mechanics – Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-PBSA) approach\textsuperscript{77}, using the script "mmpbsa.py"\textsuperscript{78} that is distributed though the AMBER 18 simulation package\textsuperscript{59}. The MM-PBSA calculations were carried out individually on every 50 ps of each of the 5 independent 2.5 μs production trajectories of each complex. For the MM-PBSA calculations, default settings were used, specifically: an ionic strength of 0.1 M, together with an internal dielectric constant of 1 and an external dielectric constant of 80. The resolution of the Poisson-Boltzmann grid spacing was 2.0 Å and the solvent probe radius was 1.4 Å. A maximum of 1000 interactions of the linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation was allowed.

Other Analysis

The GROMACS do_dssp interface to DSSP\textsuperscript{79, 80} was used to monitor the secondary structure changes of the proteins. All the other analyses were performed using CPPTRAJ\textsuperscript{81} from AmberTools 18\textsuperscript{59}, the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)\textsuperscript{82} package, and Bio3D\textsuperscript{83}. All structural figures were prepared using Chimera\textsuperscript{34}.

Results and Discussion

Exploring the Intrinsic Flexibility of MarA, Rob, and the DNA Sequences of Interest

The DNA-binding domains of MarA and Rob share 51% sequence identity and have an RMS of 0.9 Å between crystallographic structures (Figure 2). Curiously, however, MarA interacts with the DNA at both the A-box and the B-box, whereas Rob only interacts with the DNA at the A-box (Figure 1), without significantly compromising the binding affinity of DNA to Rob (Table S2)\textsuperscript{23}. We hypothesize that these two very different DNA binding modes result from differential dynamics at the binding interface, as such dynamics has been suggested to be important in other systems\textsuperscript{11, 43, 84}. These can result from differences in the intrinsic flexibility of the two proteins, sequence-specific differences in the intrinsic flexibility of the DNA, or differences in both protein and DNA simultaneously.

It has, indeed, been shown that DNA-dynamics can play an important role in facilitating sequence-selective protein recognition\textsuperscript{85}, although this is not necessarily always the case, as we recently showed in the case of LacI where the intrinsic dynamics of both specific and non-specific DNA sequences was considered to be very similar\textsuperscript{11}. However, the comparison to LacI may not be entirely appropriate because of difference in the bound complex. While LacI (like many DNA binding proteins\textsuperscript{86}) bends the DNA to an upside-down “V” shape with an 36° angle upon DNA binding in a specific complex\textsuperscript{55}, it appears that MarA instead curves the DNA into a broad “U”-
shape at a 35° angle as defined by ref. 19, and therefore these proteins are interacting with the DNA differently than the interactions observed between the DNA and transcription factors such as Lacl. To explore whether the intrinsic properties of either the DNA or the protein or both contribute to these difference in binding geometries and affinities, we therefore performed µs timescales simulations of MarA and Rob in the absence of any DNA, as well as protein-free simulations of each of the DNA sequences of interest to this work individually, as described in the Methodology section and in Table S3.

Figure 2. Overlay of the binding domains of MarA and Rob (PDB IDs 1BL019, 33 and 1D5Y23, 33, respectively). Both binding domains are shown in tan while Rob’s extra C-terminal domain is shown in grey. As can be seen from this figure, the binding domains overlay nearly perfectly. The DNA promoters are shown in blue, with the MarA promoter (mar) shown in its crystallographic bent conformation towards MarA, and the Rob promoter (micF) shown in its crystallographic straight conformation.

We first studied the intrinsic flexibility of both MarA and Rob (including the differences arising due to Rob’s additional C-terminal domain, Figure 1) by performing 5 x 2.5 µs MD simulations of each free protein in the absence of DNA, as described in the Methodology section. The backbone root-mean square deviations (RMSD) from the reference structure range between 2-4 Å during the simulation time (Figure S1), with both systems taking a very long time (>1 µs) to equilibrate. From analysis of the corresponding root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) of the backbone Cα atoms of each protein, it can be seen that the flexibility of half of the N-terminal HTH motif (residues 20-35, corresponding to one helix + turn as can be seen in Figure 3) which binds to the A-box dominates the motions of both MarA and Rob (Figure 3), in agreement with the structural observation that Rob appears to preferentially bind the DNA exclusively through interactions between the N-
terminal HTH motif and the A-box of the DNA (Figure 1). Additional fluctuations are observed in Rob due to the presence of the extra C-terminal domain, mainly located on loops and random coil regions. We also performed secondary structure analysis in order to evaluate the % helicity of the DNA-binding helices in Rob and MarA in the absence of DNA, to see if these retain their structure upon DNA binding, observing that the helices remain relatively stable over the course of our simulations (Figure 3).

Figure 3. (A, B) Root mean square fluctuations (RMSF, Å) of the Cα atoms of the free MarA (red) and Rob (blue) proteins, respectively, calculated over five independent 2.5 μs MD simulations (Table S3). (C, D) Population distribution of the % of helicity of the helices in the HTH motifs, calculated based on the number of residues involved in forming an α-helix or other forms of helices (11- and 310-helix), over five independent 2.5 μs MD simulations of free MarA (red) and Rob (blue), respectively. A helicity of 100% is equivalent to 37 residues (Glu31-Arg36, Lys41-Thr52 in one HTH motif, and Gln91-Phe102, Pro105-Met111 in the second HTH motif) in helical form, as in the crystal structures of MarA and Rob (PDB IDs 1BL0, 1D5Y, respectively). The secondary structure composition was calculated using DSSP.

Following from this, we also performed 3 x 2.5 μs MD simulations of each of the mar, marU, marP, micF, micFU and micFP DNA sequences (Tables S1 and S3). We then calculated the root mean square deviation (RMSD) and root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of the backbone atoms (Figures S2 and S3), as well as the DNA base pair step parameters for each sequence by the procedure used in 3DNA, as shown in Figures S4 – S11. We observe all DNA sequences to maintain straight B-form DNA with no bending during any of the simulations of free DNA not bound to a protein, as shown in Figure S12 for the native mar and micF promoters, with only minor differences between the different DNA sequences, as in our previous work on LacI.
Finally, we note that, as described in the Methodology section, the two terminal base pairs on each end of the sequences were omitted from the analysis to avoid well-known fraying artefacts, observed in all simulations, especially in those of micF, as shown in Figures S13 and S14.

Exploring the Flexibility of the Protein-DNA Interface

It is well-known from structural studies that MarA inserts both of its HTH motifs into the major grooves of the DNA duplex (referred to as the A- and B-boxes in this context, see Figure 1), thus bending the DNA upwards by 35°. In contrast, Rob only inserts its N-terminal HTH motif into the A-box of the DNA duplex, while the C-terminal HTH lies on the surface of an unbent DNA duplex (Figure 1). We have noted in our simulations of free DNA that all DNA sequences of interest remain in a straight B-DNA form over several μs of simulation time – that is, bending is not an intrinsic property of any of the DNA sequences (Figure S12).

In order to test the propensity of the DNA to naturally bend when in complex with MarA, we performed unrestrained conventional molecular dynamics simulations of both Rob and MarA in complex with all seven DNA sequences shown in Table S1 to equilibrate the systems (Figure S15 and S16), specifically: the mar and micF promoters, as well as five mutated DNA sequences, one with a mutation in the A-box (micFA) and two with mutations in the B-box (marU/micFU and marP/micFP). Note that, in the case of Rob, we observe significant motion of the B-box domain relative to the DNA, which is why the systems appear not to be fully equilibrated even after 2.5 μs of simulation time. The B-box mutations were originally developed in order to assess the importance of the B-box to protein-DNA binding. In particular, it has been suggested that the two conserved thymines within the B-boxes of the mar and micF promoters contribute to sequence specific interactions with MarA, establishing van der Waals contacts with the protein through the C5 methyl group. In the marU and micFU sequences, both thymines were replaced by uracil in order to eliminate the contacts through the C5 methyl groups, and in the marP and micFP sequences, the thymine C5 methyl groups were substituted by larger propyne groups (5-propynyl-uracil), in order to assess whether the C-terminal HTH motif needs to be inserted into the B-box of the DNA in order for binding to occur. It has been demonstrated that MarA and Rob both bind to these B-box mutated sequences with affinities (K_{DNA}) similar to those of the unmodified promoters (Table S2).

Following from this, we added also the micFA sequence presented in ref. 56, which contains an A-box mutation of a central base pair (C <-> G) in the binding domain, as it has been shown that a single (C <-> G) substitution within the A-box of the micF promoter decreased the binding affinity to Rob by ~100-fold. In this study, single base pair mutations within the A-box of the micF promoter in general decreased the binding affinity by between 7- to 100-fold, whereas single base pair substitutions in the B-box of this promoter only had a 2- to 4-fold effect on the Rob binding affinity.
This again suggests that most of the sequence specific DNA-interactions made between Rob and the micF promoter involve the A-box of the DNA sequence, with minimal contribution from interactions at the B-box. This agrees with the structural observation that only the N-terminal HTH motif of Rob is inserted inside the A-box of the DNA duplex (Figure 1)\textsuperscript{23}. However, the origin of these effects remains unclear.

Our goal, therefore, was to address two distinct questions through our simulations of the MarA/Rob-DNA complexes: (1) Do the B-box mutations also disrupt MarA-DNA interactions with the B-box, or does MarA just switch interactions with neighboring base pairs? (2) Do single base pair mutations in the A-box have similar disruptive effects on MarA-DNA interactions as on Rob-DNA interactions? To achieve this, we performed 5 x 2.5 µs MD simulations of each protein in complex with all the DNA sequences considered in this work (Table S1). In the case of MarA, we initiated these simulations from a crystal structure of the protein and DNA (PDB ID: 1BL0\textsuperscript{19, 33}) superimposed on the crystal structure of Rob (PDB ID: 1D5Y\textsuperscript{23, 33}) so that only the N-terminal HTH motif is inserted inside the DNA A-box, with the second HTH motif lying on the surface of the DNA, as shown for Rob in Figure 1. The resulting complex is shown in Figure S1\textsuperscript{7}. This was done in order to allow free fluctuations in the interactions between MarA and the protein at both the A- and B-boxes upon modifying the DNA sequences, without biasing the simulations by starting from a crystal structure in which MarA was already interacting with both the A- and B-boxes. The crystallographic MarA-mar conformation (PDB ID: 1BL0\textsuperscript{19, 33}) was also simulated in order to assess the stability of crystal structure’s bent conformation.

We started by monitoring the time evolution of the insertion of both HTH motifs inside the A- and B-boxes, tracking the distances between the helices inserted inside the major groove and the base pairs at the A- and B-boxes (i.e. between Lys35-Thr46 and nucleotides 9-10 and 43-44 for the A-box and Gln85-Phe96 to nucleotides 19-20 and 33-34 for the B-box), as shown in Figures 4 and S18 – S19. Based on this data, we observe: (1) that the MarA-mar bent conformation observed in the crystal structure is stable, with both HTH motifs inserted in the major groove of the mar promoter during the simulation time (Figure S20) (2) even when the starting structure of MarA is not inserted in both binding domains of the mar promoter, the system reaches a conformation close to that observed in the crystal structure\textsuperscript{19}, with a DNA angle of 35°, within the first 500 ns of the simulations (Figure 4, Supplementary Movie 1; note that all Supplementary Movies were generated using morphing between simulation frames in Chimera for visual clarity, this creates artefactual floppiness of some of the DNA base pairs, which is not observed in the actual trajectories). (3) The HTH motif of Rob which appears to be sitting on the surface of the B-box in the Rob crystal structure (PDB ID: 1D5Y\textsuperscript{23, 33}, Figure 1) is actually conformationally flexible, and can go in and out of the B-box and establish quite strong interactions with the B-box, that last for more than 1 µs in some replicas (Figure 4, Supplementary Movie 2). (4) B-box mutations do not
prevent the HTH helices of either MarA or Rob from being inserted into the major grooves of any of the DNA sequences; therefore, despite the mutations, MarA is able to bend the DNA and establish interactions with both the A- and B-boxes of the different DNA sequences.

**Figure 4.** Time evolution of the distances between the helices inserted inside the major groove and the base pairs at the A- and B-boxes (shown in red and blue respectively) during 2.5 μs of MD simulation of the (A) MarA-mar and (B) Rob-mar complexes. Shown here also are examples of different binding conformations during our simulations selected based on visual examination of the trajectories.

When examining the interactions between MarA and Rob and the A-box mutated sequence, *micFA*, it can be seen that for Rob, in some replicas, the N-terminal HTH motif initially inserted into the A-box of the DNA sequence dissociates from the DNA for more than 1 μs, allowing the second HTH motif to interact with the B-box and fit nicely inside the major groove of the DNA duplex (**Figure 5, Supplementary Movie 3**). This suggests that even though the key binding interactions that determine specificity appear to be between the protein and the A-box of the DNA, nevertheless, when bound to the A-box mutant sequence *micFA*, the A-box and B-box appear to be able to ‘trade-off’ on interactions. This could also theoretically facilitate sideways motion of Rob across the DNA sequence. For comparison, the impact of A-box mutations on MarA is even more substantial, as it causes MarA to dissociate completely from the A-box for more than 1 μs and eventually from both A- and B-boxes, instead lying on the surface of a straight DNA duplex (**Figures 5 and S21, and Supplementary Movie 4**). This once again emphasizes the importance of the A-box for tight binding.
Interactions that Drive the Binding of MarA and Rob to Different DNA Sequences

Having confirmed through simulation that the protein-DNA interface is highly dynamic, with selectivity and tight binding being primarily driven by interactions with the A-box (Figure 1), we next set out to explore what the key interactions facilitate the binding of MarA and Rob to the different DNA sequences considered in this work. As mentioned above, from Table S2, it can be seen that mutations in the B-box have very little effect on $K_{DNA}^{23}$ (the thermodynamic differences are too small to be captured computationally), whereas in contrast from ref. 56 it is known that the (C ↔ G) substitution within the A-box of the micF promoter decreases the binding affinity to Rob by ~100-fold (corresponding to ~3 kcal mol$^{-1}$ difference in binding affinity). This is in qualitative agreement with our simulations, which show a tendency of MarA to dissociate completely from the micFA sequence during the simulation time (Figure 5).

To further understand the molecular interactions that are likely driving A- and B-box binding, we performed a detailed analysis of the hydrogen bonds formed between the helices inserted inside A- and B-boxes of the different DNA sequences (Tables S6 to S13). Most stable hydrogen
bonds are established non-specifically between the protein and DNA backbone atoms (Figure 6). As expected, A-box hydrogen bonds are more stable than B-box hydrogen bonds for both the MarA and Rob complexes (Tables S6-S7 and S10-S11); however, while the stability of A-box interactions is similar between MarA and Rob complexes, the stability of B-box interactions is drastically reduced in Rob complexes due to its observed dynamic movement. Interestingly, the stability of such A-box interactions slightly raises within mar and micF mutated sequences in MarA complexes, while it is maintained within all Rob complexes. These trends are in line with the observed differences in $K_{DNA}$ within MarA and Rob mutated sequences.

Here we identified two key arginine residues that drive specific hydrogen bonding interactions within the A- and B-boxes. Arginine 40 is inserted in the A-box of both MarA and Rob complexes, establishing specific hydrogen bonds with the oxygen atom of guanine nucleobases 7, 44 and 45 in mar sequences, or 8 and 44 in micF sequences (Figure 6A and Tables S8 and S12, for base pair numbering see Table S1). In all the micF complexes, the interaction Arg40-G8 is much more stable than the others, being the one showing major impact, in micFA complexes. Arg90 is inserted in the B-box, establishing specific hydrogen bonds with the oxygen atom of guanine nucleobases 17 and 35 and the free oxygen atom of thymine nucleobase 16 in mar sequences, or guanine nucleobases 17 and 34 and thymine nucleobases 16 and 18 in micF sequences (Tables S9 and S13). Such B-box specific interactions are less prevalent along all our Rob-DNA simulations due to the dynamic movement of B-box in Rob complexes. More non-specific interactions were also observed between this Arg90 and the backbone atoms of the B-box, highlighting a shallow insertion of this arginine inside B-box, as well as the overall minor impact of B-box mutations on the $K_{DNA}$.

Apart from specific hydrogen bonds, other specific interactions are formed between Trp36 and cytosines 8 and 9 in the mar-based sequences, or guanine 8 and cytosine 9 in the micF-based sequences, through T-shaped π-π stacking interactions (Figure 6B). Such interactions are stable throughout the simulation for both the mar and micF promoters and the corresponding B-box mutated sequences, with an average distance between ring centroids ($R_c$) of ~5.5 ± 0.5 Å and angle between normal vectors of each ring plane ($\gamma$) of ~68.5 ± 11.8° (Table S14). Such T-shaped π-π stacking interactions between tryptophan and nucleobases of an HTH motif inserted in the major groove of a recognition sequence were observed before in transpose S911 from the IS3 family of bacterial insertion sequences, and were reported to have a crucial impact on DNA binding. Furthermore, Gillette et al. reported a decrease of 20-40% in the in vivo β-galactosidase activity of a W36A MarA mutant towards the micF promoter, however the corresponding activity...
towards the mar promoter was unaffected.\textsuperscript{94} Taliaferro et al. also reported a decreased \textit{in vivo} β-galactosidase activity (37\%) of a W36A Rob mutant towards the micF promoter, as well as an even more pronounced effect when the corresponding interacting cytosine (C9) was mutated to thymine (11\%)\textsuperscript{95}. We observe that when introducing an A-box mutation (micFA), such π–π stacking interactions are disrupted, as shown on Table S14 and \textbf{Supplementary Movie 4}, due to the dissociation of the A-box preventing the insertion of both Arg40 and Trp36 inside the major groove.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure6.png}
\caption{Key residues of the N-terminal HTH motif of MarA that form (A) stable hydrogen bonds or (B) π–π stacking interactions with the A-box of mar promoter during our simulations. Structures were selected based on visual examination of the trajectories.}
\end{figure}

\textbf{Impact of Protein-DNA Complexation on the Structural Flexibility of the DNA}

As a further point of interest, we have explored the impact of protein-DNA interactions on the flexibility of the different DNA sequences considered in this work. Here, we started by comparing the sequence-dependent DNA deformability of the basepair step parameters both in the absence of protein and when the different DNA sequences shown in Table S1 are in complex with MarA and Rob. In the case of the free DNA sequences (\textbf{Figures S4} to \textbf{S11}), we obtained similar average
values of the base pair step parameters for all DNA sequences, that are in turn in good overall agreement with the reference configuration of B-DNA (-0.02 ± 0.45, -0.23 ± 0.81, 3.32 ± 0.19 Å for shift, slide and rise, and -0.1° ± 2.5, 0.6° ± 5.2 and 36° ± 6.8 for tilt, roll and twist angles, respectively)\textsuperscript{88}. However, when the DNA forms a complex with MarA or Rob, the basepair step parameters are slightly affected, in particularly in the A-box where the protein-DNA interactions are more stable (Figures S22 to S37).

We also analyzed the major and minor groove widths of the different DNA sequences both in the presence and absence of protein, and while the major groove widths oscillate around the values expected for the canonical B-DNA form of DNA (14.2 Å)\textsuperscript{88}, in the protein DNA complexes, the minor groove widths adjacent to both binding domains of the proteins are reduced to ~4 Å due to the overall bending of the DNA stand upon binding to the protein (Figures S38 and S39). This observed compression appears to be critical in order for allowing the two recognition helices of Rob and MarA to be able to insert into the adjacent major grooves upon DNA binding. To confirm this, we selected the base pair steps with higher changes in the minor groove width, and analyzed their time evolution (Figures S40 to S41). From this data, it can be seen that in the MarA complexes, where the protein binds equally efficiently to both the A- and B-boxes of the DNA, the minor groove widths for GC/AT (mar based sequences) and TA/TA (micF based sequences) oscillate around 3 Å, indicating a bent structure such as that shown in Figure 1. In contrast, in the case of Rob-DNA complexes, where the C-terminal HTH motif binds and unbinds from the B-box of the DNA, the minor groove widths of the base pair steps that correspond to the region between the two different binding domains oscillate either around 3 Å when Rob interacts with both the A- and B-boxes of the DNA (bent DNA), or around 5-6 Å (close to the canonical B-DNA value of 6.2 Å)\textsuperscript{88} when the binding domain of Rob dissociates from the DNA.

**Impact of Protein-DNA Complexation on the Structural Dynamics of MarA and Rob**

We have also explored the impact of protein-DNA interactions on the structural integrity and dynamical behavior of MarA and Rob. In the absence of DNA (Figure 3) both MarA and Rob show reduced helicity and higher RMSF (and thus structural integrity) of the HTH motifs compared to when DNA is present (Figure S42) and the helices are inserted into the major groove. It is perhaps unsurprising that these HTH motifs would be more rigid and helical when inserted into the major grooves of the DNA helices, in particular the A-box of the DNA duplexes (nucleotides 28-40).

As our previous study of LacI indicated the presence of sequence-dependent patterns of (anti-)correlated motions upon DNA binding\textsuperscript{11}, we performed similar analysis of MarA and Rob, based on dynamic cross-correlation maps (DCCM) generated using Bio3D\textsuperscript{83}. The data for MarA is shown in Figure 7, and the analogous data for Rob is shown in Figure S43. In the case of the free proteins, there is very little correlation in the motion of the different protein regions, although there
appears to be a small amount of anti-correlation in the motion of the two HTH motifs, in particular on the more flexible turn that links both helices (residues 27-37 and 87-97), suggesting these helices move in opposite directions to each other in an anti-correlated fashion. Analogous motions are not observed in free Rob, and are also lost in the MarA DNA complexes.

Figure 7. Calculated DCCM plots based on simulations of (A) free MarA, as well as MarA in complex with the DNA promoters (B) mar, (C) marU, (D) marP, (E) micF, (F) micFU, or (G) micFP. The plots were calculated with Bio3D by considering only the Cα and P atoms during 5 x 2 μs simulations each of free MarA and the relevant MarA-DNA complexes, respectively.

As in the case of LacI, we observe a significantly greater presence of (anti-) correlated motions in both MarA and Rob once these proteins form complexes with DNA, and while we observe more or less the same correlation patterns with all sequences studied (Table S1), the intensity of the correlations appears to vary in a sequence-dependent fashion. In the case of MarA (Figure 7), we observe high anti-correlation between the region containing the C-terminal HTH motif, the region connecting both HTH motifs, and the half of the DNA duplex containing the B-box, indicating movement of the C-terminal HTH helix in and out of the B-box. This is particularly pronounced in the case of the native mar promoter sequence and its associated mutants.
Curiously, in the case of Rob (Figure S43) the corresponding regions display less anti-correlated motions than in MarA, which is likely a consequence of the increased size of Rob, which in turn could be constraining the motion of the C-terminal domain.

**The Role of the Rob C-Terminal Domain in DNA Binding**

Finally, we have focused on explaining the observed differences between the DNA-binding modes of MarA and Rob, including the inability of Rob to establish stable interactions with the B-box of any of the DNA sequences studied in this work, even though they possess the same conserved binding domains. We have in particular focused on the dynamical behavior of the extra C-terminal domain of Rob, to understand why while we do observe interactions with both the A-box and B-box of DNA simultaneously during our simulations, these interactions are only transient. To explore the origins of this effect, we first performed additional MD simulations on two artificial Rob-*micF* and Rob-*mar* complexes where the extra C-terminal domain was deleted allowing this artificially truncated Rob to structurally mimic MarA (the truncated structure) (Figure S44). The remaining N-terminal binding domain of Rob has 51% sequence identity with MarA, as well as high structural similarity (RMSD of 0.9 Å between the two binding domains). Therefore, unsurprisingly, our simulations (Figures S45 and S46) show that removing the C-terminal domain of Rob allows Rob to mimic the MarA binding mode.

Interestingly, the extra C-terminal domain of Rob contains an acidic loop (residues 187-193) connecting strands β3 and β4. This loop is located close to the DNA binding surface when the DNA is bent in a similar manner as in the MarA-DNA complex (Figure 8, loop highlighted in pink). It was originally suggested that the presence of the acidic loop highlighted in Figure 8 might be preventing the DNA from bending towards Rob, but this hypothesis was discarded when it was observed that a loop-deleted variant of Rob shows similar affinity towards the *micF* promoter as the wild-type does. Here, in addition to our artificial Rob C-terminal deletion constructs, we have also constructed artificial Rob-*mar* and Rob-*micF* loop-deletion complexes, in which residues 187-193 were substituted by an alanine connecting strands β3 and β4. We have performed MD simulations on this systems using the same protocol as for other variants studied in this work. Our simulation data shows that the loop-deletion construct is in fact capable of bending both the *mar* and *micF* promoters and establishing stable interactions between the B-box of the DNA and the C-terminal HTH motif (Figures 9 and S47). In particular, the distances observed in the Rob loop-deletion complex are similar to those observed in all MarA-DNA complexes, indicating that truncation of this loop allows this Rob variant to stably bind both the A-box and B-box simultaneously (Figure 9), in contrast to wild-type Rob (Figures 4 and S19).
Figure 8. Snapshot of the Rob-micF complex extracted from our simulations. As can be seen from Figure 1, in the initial crystal structure, Rob interacts with the DNA exclusively through the A-box. Shown here is the conformation of the system when the DNA is bent towards the protein, thus establishing transient B-box interactions with the C-terminal HTH motif. The acidic loop (residues 187-193) connecting strands β3 and β4 in the extra C-terminal domain are highlighted in pink. It has been proposed that this loop sterically hinders stable interactions between wild-type Rob and the B-box23.

Figure 9. (A) Time evolution of the distances between the helices inserted inside the major groove and the base pairs at A- and B-box during 5 x 2.5 μs simulations of the Rob loop-deletion mutant in complex with the micF promoter. The distance analysis was performed using PLUMED v2.576 based on snapshots extracted every 10 ps of the simulations. (B) An example of a structure from the simulation of the Rob loop-deletion complex showing the stable bent conformation of the DNA sequences towards the protein.
To understand the structural basis for this effect, we have compared the protein-DNA hydrogen bonding interactions established between MarA and Rob and the respective promoter sequences in both the full (Tables S6-S13) and truncated Rob constructs. This analysis shows that while both the specific and non-specific interactions at the A-box are basically conserved in all systems, as expected, we observe more stable protein-DNA interactions at the B-box in the truncated Rob-DNA complexes than in the full Rob-DNA complex. However, when comparing the MarA B-box protein-DNA interactions and the truncated Rob B-box protein-DNA interactions (Tables S7 and S11), we observe a significant increase in B-box interactions between the Rob Thr99 side chain and the DNA (the corresponding residue in MarA is a proline that does not establish any hydrogen-bonding interactions with the DNA, see Figure 10). An additional interaction appears to be formed between the side chains of Gln86 and the oxygen of the T34 nucleobase in the B-box of the DNA in the C-terminal domain truncated Rob simulations (Table S11), that is not observed in the corresponding MarA simulations (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Key residues of the C-terminal HTH motif of (A) MarA and (B) Rob loop-deleted mutant, that form stable hydrogen bonds interactions with the B-box of the mar promoter during our simulations. Snapshots were selected based on visual examination of the trajectories.
Because our simulations predict that deleting the C-terminal acidic loop in Rob converts its DNA binding mode to be more similar to MarA, we evaluated the binding electrostatics of Rob, its loop deletion variant, and MarA to both mar and micF promoter sequences. Binding energies were estimated using MM/PBSA calculations on snapshots taken at 50-ps intervals from 5 2.5-µs simulations of each of these 6 complexes (90 µs aggregate simulation time, Figures S48 and S49). These calculations predict that the loop-deletion variant can take on two states, one of which has a similar binding energy to wild-type Rob and one of which has a more favorable binding energy (Figure S48). The approximate nature of single-structure MM/PBSA calculations and the slow equilibration between states preclude accurate estimation of the equilibrium binding affinities and relative fractions of each state present at equilibrium, but if the first of these two states predominates at equilibrium, this would be consistent with the report of Ellenberger and colleagues that deleting the acidic loop did not noticeably change binding affinity.

Thus, our simulations indicate that while the factors contributing to the protein-DNA binding affinity in the acidic-loop truncated RobA construct are likely complex, from a structural perspective, truncation of the C-terminal domain allows for Rob to assume a “MarA-like” DNA binding mode (Figure 1), and, indeed, truncation of the acidic loop appears to be sufficient to facilitate this interconversion between the two binding modes. Therefore, it is likely that the single A-box binding mode observed in Rob plays some form of regulatory role for this protein, that is made feasible by the fact that Rob can bind the promoter sequence at only the A-box without significantly compromising DNA binding affinity.

Conclusions

In the present study, we have performed a detailed µs-timescale simulation study of the transcription factors MarA and Rob in complex with both their native promoter sequences, and a variety of mutated DNA sequences based on their native promoter sequences (Table S1). The small system size of these proteins (~100 amino acids in the case of MarA and ~180 amino acids in the case of Rob) makes these proteins tractable for long timescale simulations, making them excellent model systems with which to explore the molecular details of protein-DNA recognition. In parallel, the involvement of their corresponding regulons in the development of multidrug18 resistance makes them particularly important systems to study from a biomedical perspective, as they are important targets for antimicrobial drug development.

Our simulations explore the structural and dynamical properties of both free MarA and Rob, as well as both proteins in complex with different DNA sequences with mutations in both the A-box and the B-box of the DNA sequences (Figure 1 and Table S1). We demonstrate that the binding domains (HTH motifs) of both MarA and Rob are highly flexible in the absence of DNA but become
more ordered upon DNA binding. In agreement with structural information, we observe stable interactions of both binding domains of MarA with both the A-box and the B-box of the DNA in all systems studied, whereas in the case of Rob, we observe only transient interactions with the B-box with the exception of an artificially constructed loop-deletion variant in which we remove an acidic C-terminal loop that has been proposed to prevent binding of Rob to the B-box of the DNA through a steric clash\textsuperscript{23} (although this hypothesis was discarded due to the similar binding affinities of both full and truncated Rob towards the micF promoter sequence\textsuperscript{23}). Our simulations indicate that removal of this loop allows for bending of the DNA, and thus facilitates interactions with both the A-box and B-boxes simultaneously. We also observe sequence-specific changes in the dynamics and correlated motions of both proteins upon complexation with DNA, and in general, modification of the A-box of the DNA duplexes appears to have more drastic consequences for protein-DNA binding (both structural and electrostatic) than substitutions introduced into the B-box. We showcase also the role of Arg40 of the N-terminal HTH motif in allowing for tight specific binding through interactions with G7/8 of the DNA duplex.

Taken together, our simulations support a critical role for interactions between the N-terminal HTH-motif and the A-box of the DNA for facilitating DNA binding and recognition, with the B-box being less critical, and potentially mainly facilitating sidewise motion of MarA and Rob on the DNA while searching for their promoter sequences (see the Supplementary Movies). This detailed molecular insight into DNA binding and recognition by MarA and Rob provides an important step forward towards the efficient design of anti-virulence agents targeting these proteins.
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